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Tokyo 2020 To Become Tokyo 2021
The International Olympic Committee has announced the postponement of the Olympic Games to 2021 “at the latest” as
the coronavirus (COVID-21) pandemic continues its relentless march across the world.
The decision marks the first time in Olympic history that the Games have been postponed. The Olympics of 1916, 1940 and 1944
were cancelled owing to the First and Second World Wars.
The Games will remain as Tokyo 2020 in brand and name in Tokyo 2021.
Japanese PrimeMinister Shinzo Abe had earlier confirmed plans for a one-year delay to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games to
summer 2021. In a short address to the Japanese media, he also said that Thomas Bach, the head of the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) was in “100% agreement”.
The Japanese leader told the Japanese media before a joint IOC/Tokyo 2020 statement was issued:
“I proposed to postpone for about a year and [IOC] president Thomas Bach responded with 100% agreement. This will make it
possible for athletes to play in the best condition, and will make the event a safe and secure one for spectators.’

A First For Olympic History
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Tokyo 2021 a ‘bittersweet victory for the collective power of athletes’
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USA Swimming in solidarity with postponement
•

•

Adam Peaty ‘This is a matter of life or death’

Olympic Postponement Brings Sadness, Resolution, Resilience, Say Top Coaches
•

•

Olympics officially postponed to 2021

In Search Of A Silver Lining for Open Water Swimmers In Trying Times

FINA Breaks Silence: Fukuoka 2021 World Titles In Focus As Tokyo 2021 Shuffles The Deck

•

Paralympic Athletes & Committee Welcome Decision To Shunt Tokyo 2020 To Tokyo 2021
•

British Swimming & British Olympic Association: Postponement Is The Right Decision

•

Commentary on the cusp of U-turn: How Olympic Popes Finished Last In Tokyo 2020 Race

•

Jacob Heidtmann: Coronavirus A Chance To Reassess, Find Perspective, Embrace Solidarity

•

Jacco Verhaeren’s Message To the Australian Dolphins: “Give Yourself Time And Space.”

The decision also means the Tokyo Paralympic Games will be subject to a one-year delay.
A joint statement from the IOC and Tokyo 2020 organizing committee read:
“In the present circumstances and based on the information provided by the WHO today, the IOC President and the Prime
Minister of Japan have concluded that the Games of the XXXII Olympiad in Tokyo must be rescheduled to a date beyond 2020

but not later than summer 2021, to safeguard the health of the athletes, everybody involved in the Olympic Games and the
international community.
‘The leaders agreed that the Olympic Games in Tokyo could stand as a beacon of hope to the world during these troubled times
and that the Olympic flame could become the light at the end of the tunnel in which the world finds itself at present.
“Therefore, it was agreed that the Olympic flame will stay in Japan. It was also agreed that the Games will keep the name
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020.'”

